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An EU
EU outsourcing
outsourcing transaction
transaction often
often involves
involves the
the cross-border
cross-border
transfer of personal
data to
to countries
countries outside
outside the
the EU.
EU. In
In this repersonal data
gard, the relevant EC
legislation
is
the
Data
Protection
Directive
EC
Data
(Directive
(Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with
with regard
regard
to the processing
processing of personal
personal data and on the free
free movement
movement of
such
data) (Directive),
(Directive), and
such data)
and particularly
particularly its
its security
security and
and adequacy
adequacy
requirements.
requirements.


?


?


?


?


?

Establishing
Establishing who
who the
the data
data controller
controller and
and the
the data
data processor
processor
are (Article 2, Directive).
are

Ensuring that the outsourcing contract contains the appropriate
and complies
complies with
with the
the security
propriate security
security measures
measures and
security
requirements of the Directive.

Complying
with the applicable data protection transfer
Complying with
provisions
in respect
of transfers
transfers to
to countries
countries outside
provisions in
respect of
outside the
the
European
Economic
Area
(EEA).
European Economic Area (EEA).

Outsourcing and personal
OutsOurCing
persOnal data
Outsourcing
has been
been described
described as
as an
an arrangement
arrangement of
of any
any form
Outsourcing has
between
customer organisation
organisation and
and aa supplier
between aa customer
supplier organisation
organisation by
by
which
service or
or an
an activity
activity that
that
which the
the supplier
supplier performs
performs aa process,
process, service
would
be undertaken
by the customer
would otherwise
otherwise be
undertaken by
customer itself. There
There
are
are many
many different
different reasons
reasons why customers
customers decide to outsource,
outsource,
but often the
the basic
basic commercial
commercial proposition is that the
the customer
customer
wants
wants the supplier to do
do what
what the
the customer
customer currently does
does for a
lower
price and
better level
lower price
and at
at the
the same
same or
or better
level of
of service.
service.

Back office functions, such
such as:

?

logistics;


?

payroll
payroll services;
services;


?

benefits administration; and


?

recruitment
recruitment and
and staffing
staffing services.
services.

Cross-border

This
on current
current privacy
This chapter
chapter focuses
focuses on
privacy considerations
considerations and
and comcompliance
requirements
concerning
EU-originated
cross-border
pliance requirements concerning EU-originated cross-border
outsourcing
transactions, as
as well as the
outsourcing transactions,
the key
key developing
developing privacy
privacy
issues
or trends
trends affecting
affecting such
such transactions.
transactions. It
It begins
begins with
with aa brief
brief
issues or
overview
of the
the nature
nature of
of outsourcing
overview of
outsourcing transactions
transactions and
and the
the types
types
of personal
data typically
typically involved
involved in
in such
transactions. It
It then
personal data
such transactions.
examines
the three
three main
main concerns
examines the
concerns that
that arise
arise in
in any
any cross-border
cross-border
outsourcing
transaction:
outsourcing transaction:

On
On the other
other hand,
hand, aa business
business process
process outsourcing
outsourcing transaction
transaction
(BPO)
involves the
the contracting
contracting of
of responsibility
responsibility of specific busi(BPO) involves
ness
functions to a supplier,
ness functions
supplier, which
which might
might involve
involve the
the sourcing
sourcing
of:

Front office functions, such
such as:

?

customer
customer services;
services;


?

technical support;


?

marketing
marketing and
and advertising;
advertising; and
and


?

HR.
HR.

Outsourcing
transactionsusually
usually involve
involve the
the transfer
transfer from
from the
Outsourcing transactions
customer
to the
the supplier
customer to
supplier of, for
for instance,
instance, budget
budget and
and financial
financial
information,
information, various
various physical
physical assets
assets (for
(for example,
example, hardware
hardware and
servers),
intellectual property
property rights
rights and, of
servers), intellectual
of course,
course, personal
personal
data.
data.
The
two main
main types
types of
of personal
personal data
data in
in an
an outsourcing
outsourcing transaction
transaction
The two
are
are likely to be:

?

There
are many
many types
types of
of outsourcing
outsourcing transactions.
transactions. For
There are
For example,
example, aa
typical IT
IT outsourcing
outsourcing transaction (ITO) might involve
involve the sourcsourc-

employee
data. Personal
data is
is transferred
transferred to
to the
the supEmployee data.
Personal data
supplier ifif the
the customer’s
customer’s employees
employees transfer to the supplier
under
under Directive
Directive 2001/23/EC
2001/23/ECon
onsafeguarding
safeguarding employees’
employees’
rights
on
transfers
of
undertakings,
or parts
parts of
of
rights on transfers of undertakings, businesses
businesses or
business
(Acquired Rights
Rights Directive).
Directive). This
business (Acquired
This normally
normally involves
involves
the
terms and
and conditions,
conditions, service
the transfer
transfer of
of employees’
employees’ terms
service hishistories,
and appraisal
appraisal information
information and
tories, performance
performance and
and sensitive
sensitive
personal
data, such
such as
sickness records,
records, to
to the
the supplier.
supplier.
personal data,
as sickness

ing of:


?

IT
IT infrastructure,
infrastructure, aa local
localarea
area network
network (LAN)
(LAN) and
and wide
wide area
area
network (WAN).
network
(WAN).


?

Desktop
Desktop services.
services.


?

Data
centre services
services and
and application
application development.
Data centre
development.


?

A
help desk.
A help
desk.


?

Customer
data. This
This is
is personal
personal data
data relating
relating to
to the
the customCustomer data.
customer’s
corporate
clients
and
customers.
It
is
probably
er’s corporate clients and customers. It is probably going
going to
to
be the most critical
critical and
and important
important personal
personal data
data transferred
transferred
to
to the
the supplier
supplier as
as part
part of
of the
the outsourcing
outsourcing arrangement
arrangement bebecause
usually “high volume”,
cause itit is usually
volume”, valuable
valuable and will almost
almost
certainly
certainly relate
relate to
to the
the core
core business
business of
of the
the customer.
customer.

As
suppliers’ global
global solutions
solutions for
for their customers
in the current
As suppliers’
customers in
outsourcing
environment
continue
to
adapt
and
change
outsourcing environment continue
change to meet
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their
their customers’
customers’ global
global business
business operations
operations and
and needs,
needs, personal
personal
data
transferred to
to suppliers
suppliers is
is often
often likely
likely to
to reside
reside in
in the
the supplisupplidata transferred
ers’
and servers
serversinside
inside and
and outside
outside of
of the
the EU.
ers’ databases
databases and
EU.

Indeed, many EU-based
EU-based suppliers
suppliers operate
operate“follow-the-sun”
“follow-the-sun” type
flexible sourcing
sourcing models
models where
where around-the-clock
around-the-clock seamless
seamless support is provided
provided to the
the customer’s
customer’s clients. As
As a result, the perpersonal
data may
may be
be transferred
transferred or
or made
made available
available to
to the
the supplier’s
supplier’s
sonal data
other data centres
around the world so that as
centres around
as one
one data
data centre
centre
goes
offline another
another data
data centre
centrewill
will pick
pick up responsibility for
goes offline
for the
the
next
shift and
next shift
and continue
continue to
to service
service the
the customer’s
customer’s clients
clients wherever
wherever
they
in the
handling EU
they are
are in
the world.
world. Customers
Customers handling
EU personal
personal data
data need
need
to ensure
they comply
comply with
with their legal
ensure they
legal obligations
obligations in respect
respect of
transferring
data to
to countries
countries outside
outside the
the EU.
transferring such
such personal
personal data
EU.

Cross-border

Data controllers
andprOCessOrs
processors
data
COntrOllers and
The
Directive has
has been
been implemented
implemented into
into local
The Directive
local laws
laws by
by EU
EU memmember
states (for
(for example,
example, the
the UK
UK implemented
implemented the
Protection
ber states
the Data
Data Protection
Act
Act in
in 1998
1998(DPA)).
(DPA)). Under
Under the
the Directive,
Directive, aa customer
customer outsourcing
outsourcing
personal
data is
is treated
treated as
asthe
the“data
“data controller”
controller” and the supplier
personal data
is treated as
as a “data
“data processor”
processor” (but
(butsee
see box,
box, The
The SWIFT
SWIFT case).
case).
The
data controller is basically the entity
The data
entity or
or organisations
organisations which
“alone
“alone or
or jointly
jointly with
withothers
othersdetermines
determines the
thepurposes
purposes and
and means
means
of the processing
processing of personal
personal data”, while
while the
the data
data processor
processor is
the
data on
on behalf
behalf
the entity
entity or
or organisation
organisation that
that processes
processes personal
personal data
of the data controller (Article 2, Directive).

From
customer perspective,
perspective, the
the customer
customer must
must ensure
ensure that
that its
From a customer
outsourcing
give ownership
ownership of
of its
its peroutsourcing contract
contract does
does not
not somehow
somehow give
personal
data to
to the
the supplier
supplier or
or itit does
not set
set up the contract
sonal data
does not
contract in
such
way that
that the
the supplier
supplier will
data controlcontrolsuch aa way
will be
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be a
a data
ler under the definitions of the
the Directive.
Directive. Likewise,
Likewise, the supplier
needs
to be
be careful in the
needs to
the way
way ititoperates
operates the
the services
services and the
underlying
it has
contracted to
underlying data
data handling
handling processes
processes it
has contracted
to carry
carry out
out
under
contact. It
It must ensure
under the outsourcing
outsourcing contact.
ensure it does
does not take
take
on
the role
on the
role of
of determining
determining the
thepurposes
purposes and
and means
means of
of processing
processing
because,
supplier will be
because, ifif it does,
does, the supplier
be required
required to comply with
the
data controller.
controller.
the Directive
Directive as
as a
a data

Given
that the Directive
makes the
the data
data controller
controller (that
(that is, the
Given that
Directive makes
customer)
responsibletoto the
the relevant
relevant individuals
individuals (that
(that is,
is, the
customer) responsible
data subjects)
subjects) (Article 2,
2, Directive)
Directive) for
for any
any unlawful
unlawful processing
processing
of their personal
personal data (including the acts
acts or
or omissions of suppliers
processing personal
personal data
data under
under an outsourcing transaction),
ers processing
the onus
onus is on
on the
the customer
customer to
to ensure
ensure that its
its outsourcing
outsourcing ararrangements
remain compliant
compliant with
with the Directive.
Directive. In this
rangements remain
this regard,
regard,
itit must
requirements of the Directive
must ensure
ensure that
that any
any necessary
necessary requirements
flow down
down to
to the supplier in the
the outsourcing
outsourcing contract along with
appropriate liability
liability and
and breach
breach provisions.
provisions.
The
Directive also
also prohibits
prohibits an
The Directive
an organisation
organisation from
from carrying
carrying out
out any
any
processing
of personal
personaldata
datauntil
until it has notified the
processing of
the relevant
relevant supervisory
authority in
in the
the relevant
relevant member
member state
state (Article
(Article 18,
18, Dipervisory authority
rective).
result, notification
notification is
rective). As
As aa result,
is aa statutory
statutory requirement
requirement across
across
all the
example, in
in the UK, a data controller
the member
member states. For example,
must register
register with the
the Information
InformationCommissioner’s
Commissioner’s office
office (ICO)
(ICO)
unless
and failure
failure to notify is aa criminal
unless itit is exempt,
exempt, and
criminal offence.
offence.
Once
notified, basic
Once notified,
basic information
information about the
the type
type of
ofprocessing
processing
that will
will be
be carried
carried out
out along
along with other
other basic details of the data
controller
are made
made available
available for
for public
public inspection,
inspection, including a
controller are
register
of data
data controllers.
controllers.
register of
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The sWift
SWIFTCase
case
the
For
or more,
For the last decade
decade or
more, the traditional assumption
assumption in
the
the UK
UK has
has been
been that
that suppliers
suppliers are
are always
always data
data processors
processors ifif
they
operate
under
the
instructions
of
the
data
controller
they operate under the instructions of the data controller via
via
the
this assumpthe terms
terms of
of the
the outsourcing
outsourcing contract.
contract. However,
However, this
assumption was
turned on
on its head
(Article 29
was turned
head in the
the SWIFT
SWIFT case
case (Article
Working
Party Opinion
Opinion No.10/2006
No.10/2006 (Processing
Working Party
(Processing of personal
personal
data
data by
by the
the Society
Society of
of Worldwide
Worldwide Interbank
Interbank TelecommunicaTelecommunication
tion (SWIFT))).
(SWIFT))).
SWIFT
was aaBelgian
Belgian company
companyfacilitating
facilitating international
international money
SWIFT was
money
transfers for
for financial
financial institutions.
institutions. It
transfers
It transferred
transferred financial
financial data
data
to its
and the
the financial
financial information
to
its US
US operations
operations and
informationwas
was accessed
accessed
by
the United
subby the
United States
States Department
Departmentof
ofTreasury
Treasury under
under various
various subpoenas.
Under
the
Data
Protection
Directive
(Directive
95/46/
poenas. Under the Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/
EC on
on the
the protection
protection of
of individuals
individuals with
EC
with regard
regard to
to the
the processing
processing
of personal
data and
and on
on the
the free
free movement
movement of
of such
such data)
data) (Direc(Direcof
personal data
tive),
tive), the
the US
US is
is not
not deemed
deemed to
to be
be aa country
country offering
offering adequate
adequate
protection
data. As
protection for
for personal
personal data.
As a
a result,
result, such
such data
data transfers
transfers
to the
in breach
of Article
Article 25
to
the US
US were
were in
breach of
25 of
of the
the Directive.
Directive. SWIFT
SWIFT
argued that
that itit was
and therefore
therefore it
it
argued
was merely
merely the
the data
data processor,
processor, and
could
could not
not be
be in
in breach
breach of
of the
the Directive.
Directive.

The
Europeandata
dataprotection
protectionauthorities
authoritiesinitially
initially held
held that
The European
even
even if they
they assumed
assumed that SWIFT
SWIFT acted as
as aa data
data procesprocessor
sor (as the
the contractual
contractual privacy
privacy provisions
provisions between
between SWIFT
SWIFT
and the banks
and financial
financial institutions was
banks and
was not clear
clear cut),
SWIFT
had taken
taken on
on further
further responsibilities
SWIFT had
responsibilities that went
went bebeyond
the original
original set
set of instructions
and duties
duties it had
yond the
instructions and
had as
as a
data
Accordingly,ititwas
washeld
heldto
to be
be aa joint data
data processor.
processor. Accordingly,
data
controller
(that is, with the financial institutions) and
controller (that
and liable
for
for compliance
compliance with
with EC
EC data
data protection
protection laws.
laws.
However,
by the
the time
time the
the case
was finally
finally determined
determined by
However, by
case was
by the
the
Belgian data
data protection
protection authorities
authorities towards
towards the
the end
end of
of2008,
2008,
Belgian
it was
it
was concluded that the financial institutions
institutions were
were the data
controllers
was the
the de facto delegate
controllers and SWIFT
SWIFT was
delegate and data
data
processor
of such
suchfinancial
financial institutions.
institutions.
processor of
Although
was eventually
eventually deemed
deemed to
to be
be a
Although SWIFT
SWIFT was
a data
data procesprocessor, the
the lesson
lesson to
to be
be learnt
learnt here,
here, and
and particularly
particularly in
in long-term
sor,
long-term
outsourcing arrangements,
arrangements, is
is that
that suppliers
suppliers need
need to
to be
be alert
alert to
to
outsourcing
changes
in the
they perform
changes in
the day-to-day
day-to-day processing
processing operations
operations they
perform
for their
might take them
their customers.
customers. Such changes
changes might
them outside
outside
their initial
such activities
activities
their
initialcontracted
contractedrole
roleas
as data
data processors;
processors; ifif such
mean they
they unintentionally
data controllers,
controllers, they
they will
will
mean
unintentionally become
become data
take on
on the
to achieve
full compliance
with
take
the burden
burden of
of having
having to
achieve full
compliance with
the
well as
the consequences
of failing
failing to
to comply.
the Directive
Directive as
as well
as the
consequences of
comply.

Security
of prOCessing
processing and OutsOurCing
outsourcing
seCurity Of
transactions
transaCtiOns
A data
controller must
must put
put aa written
written contract
contract in place
data controller
place if aa data
data
processor
is carrying
carrying out any processing
processing on
on the data controller’s
processor is
behalf (Article 17,
17, Directive).
Directive). The
The contract
contract must
must require
require the data
processor
to
act
only
on
the
instructions
of
the
processor to act only on the instructions
the data
data controller.
controller.
Due
Due to the inherent complex
complex nature of
of outsourcing
outsourcing transactions,
transactions,
complying
should not
not be
be difficult
difficult for
complying with this provision
provision should
for customcustomers
ers as
as a contract is
is always
always required
required in
in an
an outsourcing
outsourcing arrangearrangement
customer and
and aa supplier.
supplier.
ment between
between a
a customer
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seCurity:
praCtiCe developments
develOpments
Security:gOOd
good practice
isO
ISO 22307:2008:
22307:2008:financial
Financialservices
services
In the
the early
early part
part of
of 2008,
2008,the
theInternational
InternationalOrganisation
Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO)
(ISO) issued
issued aa new
new privacy
privacy standard
standard for financial data.
to the
the ISO,
ISO, ISO
ISO 22307:2008
22307:2008 will help
data. According
According to
help
private
and public sector
identify and mitigate
private and
sector organisations
organisations identify
mitigate
privacy
and risks associated
privacy issues
issues and
associated with processing
processing financial
data of customers
customers or
or consumers
consumers using
using automated,
automated, networked
networked
information
information systems.
systems. The
The privacy
privacy impact
impact assessment
assessment (PIA)
(PIA) dedescribed
in the
scribed in
the standard
standard should
should be
be carried
carried out
out “at
“at an
an early
early stage
stage
in
proposed financial
financial system”.
system”. This
is the
in the
the development
development of
of a
a proposed
This is
the
type of management
tool that organisations
will use to capture
management tool
organisations will
the
security protections
protections in
in their
their outsourcing
outsourcing contracts
contracts
the necessary
necessary security
with third
third party
party suppliers.
suppliers. Undoubtedly,
Undoubtedly, banks
banks and other financial institutions
institutions will
will begin
begin requiring
requiring their
their suppliers
suppliers to
to comply
comply
with ISO
22307:2008 ininfuture
ISO 22307:2008
futureoutsourcing
outsourcing transactions.
transactions.

Encryption
can protect
protect data
data by rendering
Encryption can
rendering it unreadable
unreadable to unauthorised
who do
do not
not have
key. Although
Although the
the
authorised users
users who
have the
the access
access key.
Data
Protection Directive
Directive (Directive
(Directive 95/46/EC
95/46/EC on
on the
the protection
protection
Data Protection
of
of individuals
individuals with
withregard
regard to
to the
the processing
processing of
of personal
personal data
data and
and
on the free
free movement
movement of such
such data)
data) (Directive)
(Directive) does
does not spespecifically
cifically mention
mention encryption,
encryption, data
data protection authorities
authorities around
around
Europe
are beginning
beginning to
to recommend
encryption as
Europe are
recommend encryption
as a:
a:

incident
Incident response
response plans
plans
In the
the UK,
UK, in
in March
March 2008,
2008,the
theICO
ICOpublished
published aa note
note on
on good
good
practice
Data Security
Security Breach
Breach Management).
Management). The
practice (Guidance
(Guidance on
on Data
The
note
provides guidance
guidance on
on the
the appropriate
appropriate course
course of
of action
action that
that
note provides
organisations
should take
take once
once a data security breach
organisations should
breach occurs.
The
note
specifies
four
steps:
The note specifies four steps:

?

A
recovery plan
plan should
should be
be prepared
prepared and
and put
put in
in place,
place,
A recovery
which should include
damage
limitation
measures.
include damage limitation measures.


?

An
of any
any ongoing
ongoing risks
risks associated
associated with
with the
the
An assessment
assessment of
breach
should
be
undertaken.
breach should be undertaken.


?

The
organisation needs
needs to
to decide
decide ifif the
The organisation
the breach
breach should
should be
be
notified to the
ICO.
the ICO.


?

?

Necessary
security measure
measurefor
for transfers
transfersinvolving
involving critical
critical
Necessary security
personal
data.
personal data.



Means
of complying
complying with
with Article
Article 17 of the Directive.
Means of



?

For example,
example,in
in the
the UK,
UK, in 2008
For
2008guidance
guidance provided
provided by the
the
Office (ICO),
(ICO), itit has
Information Commissioner’s
Commissioner’s Office
has been
been recomrecommended
mended that portable
portable and
and mobile
mobile devices
devices (including
(including memory
memory

A more
more difficult
difficult requirement
requirement for the customer
customer is to identify (and
(and
incorporate
into the contract)
incorporate into
contract) and negotiate
negotiate with the
the supplier,
supplier,
the
required to
to keep
keep the
the relthe most
most appropriate
appropriate security
security measures
measures required
relevant
personal
data
safe
and
secure
(Article
17,
Directive).
evant personal data safe and secure (Article 17, Directive). Data
Data
controllers
controllers “must implement
implement appropriate
appropriate technical
technical and
and organiorganisational
to protect personal
sational measures
measures to
personal data against accidental or
or
unlawful destruction or
or accidental
accidental loss,
loss, alteration,
alteration, unauthorised
unauthorised
disclosure
in particular
disclosure or
or access,
access, in
particular where
where the
the processing
processing involves
involves
the transmission
of data over
transmission of
over a network,
network, and against
against all other
other
unlawful forms of processing”
processing” (Article 17, Directive).
This
means that
that the
the customer,
as part
part of
of the
the negotiations
negotiations and
and the
the
This means
customer, as
due
diligence phase
before contract
contract signature,
to establish
establish
due diligence
phase before
signature, needs
needs to
the appropriate security measures
measuresthat
that itit requires
requires the supplier to
put in place.
For
example, the
the corresponding
Directive provisions
provisions implemented
implemented in
in
For example,
corresponding Directive
more
detail
in
the
UK
(provisions
relating
to
the
seventh
data
promore detail in the UK (provisions relating to the seventh data protection
the data
tection principle
principle under
under the
the DPA),
DPA), require
require the
data controller
controller to
to take
take
account
of technological
technological development
development and
and the
the cost
cost of
of imimaccount of
of the
the state
state of
plementing
any
measures
to
ensure
a
level
of
security
appropriate
to:
plementing any measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to:

?

Cross-border

encryption
Encryption

sticks)
to transfer
data (the
(the loss
of which
which
sticks) used
used to
transfer or
or hold
hold personal
personal data
loss of
could cause
damage or
or distress
distress to
to individuals) should be procause damage
tected using appropriate
appropriate encryption
encryption software.
software. Already,
Already, specific
provisions
are being
being included
included in outsourcing
provisions are
outsourcing contracts
contracts requirrequiring,
ing, for
for example,
example, the
the encryption
encryption of
of suppliers’
suppliers’ employee
employee laptops
laptops
(or consultants and
and contractors
contractors who
who may
may also
also have
have access
access to
the information) and
the
encryption
of
sensitive
personal
and the encryption of sensitive personal data
data
via e-mail.

An
organisation should
should not
not only
An organisation
only determine
determine the
the cause
cause of
of
the
breach
but
the
effectiveness
of
the
organisation’s
the breach but the effectiveness of the organisation’s
response to
to that
that breach.
response
breach.

The
impact of
transactions is
is that
that
The impact
of this
this guidance
guidance on
on outsourcing
outsourcing transactions
customers
will be
customers will
be seeking
seeking to incorporate
incorporate the
the supplier’s
supplier’s good
good
practice
practice in this
this area
area as
as a contractual
contractual commitment and obtain
appropriate
remedies in
in cases
cases where
wherethe
the supplier
supplier fails
fails to comappropriate remedies
ply with such a commitment.


?

The
harm that
that might
The harm
might be
be caused
caused ifif the
the relevant
relevant personal
personal data
data
was
unlawfully processed
or lost,
lost, and
was unlawfully
processed or
and so
so on.
on.

To
incorporate appropriate
appropriate security
security measures
measures into
into the outsourcTo incorporate
outsourcing
industry
ing contract,
contract, the
the customer
customer may
may often
often be
be guided
guided by
by good
good industry
practice
practice in
in respect
respect of
of keeping
keeping the
the relevant
relevant data
data secure.
secure. For
For examexample,
to apply
apply an
an appropriate
appropriate International
International Organisaple, itit may
may choose
choose to
Organisation for
for Standardisation
Standardisation (ISO)
(ISO) security standard along
along with other
detailed security measures
set out
out in its
measures set
its organisation’s
organisation’s security
security
policies and other
other related
related compliance
compliance documentation
documentation (see
(see box,
box,
Security:
practice developments).
Security: good
good practice
developments).

The
UK’s DPA,
DPA, in
in compliance
compliance with the Directive, requires
The UK’s
requires that,
in addition
to
building
appropriate
security
measures
addition to building appropriate security measures into the
outsourcing
contract, the customer
must obtain sufficient guaroutsourcing contract,
customer must
guarantees
about the
the technical
antees about
technical and
and organisational
organisational security
security measures
measures
governing
the processing
processing that
that the
the supplier
supplier will
will carry
governing the
carry out.
out. The
The best
best
way
to
do
this
is
to
negotiate
such
guarantees
into
the
outsourcway to do
to negotiate such guarantees
outsourcing contract.

The
Directive also
also makes
makesitit clear
clear that
that for the
The Directive
the customer
customer to be
be
compliant, itit must
musttake
takereasonable
reasonable steps
steps to ensure
ensure the supplier

The
nature of the personal
personal data
data that
that is to be
The nature
be protected.
protected.
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remains
compliant with
remains compliant
with those
those security
security measures.
measures. The
The best
best way
way to
to
be able to demonstrate
this is by including into
demonstrate this
into the
the outsourcing
outsourcing
contract,
contract, for
for example:
example:

The
The “Safe Harbor” scheme.
scheme.



Derogations.
Derogations.

?


?

Regular
security testing
testing and
obligations.
Regular security
and assurance
assurance obligations.

adequacy
Adequacy


?

Audit
rights for
Audit and
and access
access rights
for the
the customer.
customer.

The
Commissioncan
canmake
makeaa finding
finding that
that a particular
The European
European Commission
particular
country
or does
does not,
not, ensure
adequacy in
in terms
terms of
of protecting
country does,
does, or
ensure adequacy
protecting
personal
data (Article
(Article 25(6),
25(6), Directive).
personal data
Directive). IfIf an
an outsourcing
outsourcing data
data transtransfer
fer from
from the
the EU
EU is
is to
toone
one of
ofthe
theapproved
approved countries,
countries, the
the customer
customer
does
not need
need to
to worry
about compliance
compliancewith
withArticle
Article 25
25 of the
does not
worry about
Directive
but it
it will
that it
it complies
with all
Directive but
will still
still need
need to
to ensure
ensure that
complies with
all the
the
other
data protection
protection principles,
principles, in
in particular
other data
particular the
the security
security requirerequirements
under Article
Article 17
date, the
the following
following counments under
17 of
of the
the Directive.
Directive. To
To date,
countries
tries have
have been
been approved
approved by
by the
the Commission:
Commission: Argentina,
Argentina, Canada,
Canada,
Faroe
Islands, Guernsey,
Guernsey, Isle
Isle of
of Man,
Man, Jersey
and Switzerland.
Switzerland.
Faroe Islands,
Jersey and


?

Detailed security reporting
reporting obligations
obligations that the supplier
must follow.


?

Security
meetings.
Security and
and governance
governance meetings.


?

Site visits to the
the supplier’s
supplier’s premises.
premises.

The
also requires
requires customers
customers (as
(as data
data controllers)
controllers) to take
The DPA
DPA also
take
reasonable
stepstoto ensure
ensurethe
the reliability
reliability of the supplier’s
reasonable steps
supplier’s ememployees
who have
have access
accessto
to the
the personal
personal data.
data. This
This would
would apply
ployees who
apply
regardless
of whether
whether the
the supplier’s
supplier’s employees
are in
in the
the EU
regardless of
employees are
EU or,
or,
for
operating out
out of
of a
processing centre
centre in
in India.
India.
for example,
example, operating
a processing

Cross-border


?

Transfer
dataOut
outOfofthe
the
EEA
transfer
Ofofdata
eea
Another
issue that
that the customer
Another issue
customer in an
an outsourcing
outsourcing contract must
address
is whether
whether aa transfer
transfer outside
outside the
the EEA
meets the
the Directive’s
Directive’s
address is
EEA meets
requirements
relating to
to “adequacy”
“adequacy” (Article
(Article 25,
25, Directive).
requirements relating
Directive).

The
Directive and
and the
the local implementing legislation in
The Directive
in member
member
states
states contain strict
strict rules
rules on
on exporting
exporting personal
personal data outside the
EEA.
These rules
rules also
also catch intra-group transfers between,
EEA. These
between, for
example,
an organisation
organisationbased
basedinin the
the EU
EU that is
example, an
is transferring
transferring
personal
data to
to its affiliate companies
personal data
companies in countries
countries outside the
EEA
that are
processing on
on its
its behalf.
behalf.
EEA that
are processing
The
basic principle
principle of
of Article
Article 25
implemented
The basic
25 of
of the
the Directive,
Directive, as
as implemented
by local legislation in the
the member
member states,
states, is that
that personal
personal data
data
must not be
be transferred
transferred to a country or territory outside
outside the
the EEA
EEA
unless
that country
unless that
country or
or territory
territory provides
provides an
an adequate
adequate level
level of
of proprotection for the
the rights
rights and
and freedoms
freedoms of
of the
the individuals
individuals whose
whose perpersonal
data is being
sonal data
being transferred.
transferred. The data controller,
controller, of
of course,
course,
must
remember that
that it
it still
must always
always remember
stillneeds
needs to
to have
have aa legal
legal basis
basis for
for
processing
in the
the first place (that is,
processing in
is, the
the personal
personal data must be
processed
fairly and
and lawfully),
lawfully), which
which is one
processed fairly
one of the basic
basic tenets
tenets
of the Directive and which has been
implemented into the local
been implemented
implementing
implementing legislation
legislation across
across the
the member
member states.
states.

The
obvious upside
upside from
from a European
perspective isis that
that Article
The obvious
European perspective
25 does
does not have
have an impact on
on data
data transfers
transfers within the
the EEA
EEA
and,
of personal
data in
in outsourcing
and, therefore,
therefore, there
there is
is aa free-flow
free-flow of
personal data
outsourcing
transactions
within the “four walls”
transactions within
walls” of
of the
the EEA.
EEA.

At first glance, Article 25
25 is
is potentially
potentially highly
highly problematic.
problematic. HowHowever,
there are
are aanumber
number of
of established
established approaches
approachesto
tolegitimising
legitimising
ever, there
a
transfer of
data to
to countries
of
a transfer
of personal
personal data
countries outside
outside the
the EEA,
EEA, some
some of
which are more preferable and suitable for
for outsourcing
outsourcing arrangearrangements
ments than
than others.
others. These
These options
options are:
are:

?

Adequacy.
Adequacy.


?

Model
hoc contracts.
contracts.
Model contracts
contracts and
and ad
ad hoc


?

Binding
Binding corporate
corporate rules
rules (BCRs).
(BCRs).

20

The
more countries
countries that
that are
are added
added to
to the
the approved
approvedlist
list in the
The more
years
ahead, the
the easier
easieritit will
will be
be for
for customers
customers and
and suppliers
suppliers alike
alike
years ahead,
because,
for those
those approved
approved countries,
countries, they
they will
will no
to
because, for
no longer
longer have
have to
worry
about the
the prohibition
prohibition on transfers
transfers under
under Article
Article 25.
25.
worry about
The
Directive allows
The Directive
allows data
data controllers
controllers to
to self
selfassess
assess the
the adequacy
adequacy
position of a country to which
which ititwishes
wishes to
to transfer
transfer personal
personal data
(Article
In effect, this is no
(Article 25(1), para
para 1, Directive).
Directive). In
no different
different
an approach
than the
the data controller
that itit has
approach than
controller assessing
assessing that
has put
the most appropriate security provisions
provisions in
in place to meet the requirements
of Article 17.
quirements of
17. However,
However, not all
all member
member states
states (for
instance,
and Spain)
Spain) have
have allowed
allowed data
data controllers
controllers in
in their
their
instance, France
France and
jurisdiction to
jurisdiction
to take
take such
such an
an approach
approach and have
have directed them to
use
one of
of the other means
means available
available in
in terms
terms of complying with
use one
the adequacy
requirements of
of Article
Article 25.
25.
adequacy requirements

The
Directive describes
describes the
the criteria
criteria that need to be factored into
The Directive
an assessment
of adequacy
adequacyfor
for aa third
third country outside the EEA,
assessment of
EEA,
such as
as (Article
(Article 25(2)):
25(2)):


The
nature of
of the
data.
The nature
the personal
personal data.


?

The
purpose and
and duration
duration of
The purpose
of the
the proposed
proposed processing
processing operaoperations.

?


?

The
country of
of origin
origin and
and the
the third
third country
country of
of final
final destination.
destination.
The country



The
rules of
of law
law in
in force
force in
in the
the third
third country
country of
of final
final destination.
destination.
The rules

?


?

The
professional rules
rules and
and security
that are
The professional
security measures
measures that
are comcomplied with in that
that third
third country.
country.

Within those
those member states in which
which self
self assessment
assessment is acceptable,
many different
different approaches
taken. As
As aa result,
result, not
not
able, there
there are
are many
approaches taken.
only
would it
it be
be difficult
difficult for
only would
foraa customer
customer to
to determine
determine categorically
categorically
(after having
carried out the self assessment
in good
good faith)
faith) that
having carried
assessment in
adequacy
exists in
in aa complex
complex long-term
long-term outsourcing
adequacy exists
outsourcing arrangement
arrangement
involving
to one
one or
or more
more third
third countries,
countries, but
but there
involving transfers
transfers to
there would
would
be no legal certainty
states. If
certainty in
in the
theapproach
approach across
across member
member states.
more
than one
more than
one third country
country is involved
involved in
in the
the outsourcing
outsourcing ararrangement,
then self
is not
not feasible.
feasible.
rangement, then
self assessment
assessment is

In practice,
the risk to
practice, due
due to
to the
the value
value of
of outsourcing
outsourcing contracts,
contracts, the
client
client and
and customer
customer data
data and
and the
the resulting
resulting reputational
reputational damage
damage for
for
the
matter of
of good
good practice,
practice,
the customer
customer ifif data
data is
is lost
lost or
or damaged,
damaged, as
as aa matter
customers
want to
to rely
customers want
rely on
on aa safer
safer method
method of
ofachieving
achieving adequacy.
adequacy.
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Accordingly,
is rarely
rarely raised
raised as
as an
an option
option for
for debate
Accordingly, self-assessment
self-assessment is
debate
during
during the
the negotiation
negotiation phase
phase of
of outsourcing
outsourcing transactions.
transactions.


?

The
other practical
practical consideration
due to
to the risks
The other
consideration due
risks involved,
involved, of
course,
is that
that it would
course, is
would be difficult
difficult to
toobtain
obtaininternal
internalcorporate
corporate
sign-off
or sign-off
sign-off from
sign-off within the
the customer
customer organisation
organisation or
from the
consultants
(working on
on the
the transaction)
transaction) if
if self
self
consultants and
and other
other advisers
advisers (working
assessment
the only
only proposed
proposed method
method of
of complying
complying with the
assessment isis the
Directive’s
requirements.
Directive’s adequacy
adequacy requirements.


?

model
Model and
and other
other ad
ad hoc
hoc contracts
contracts
Another
method of
of legitimising the transfer
Another method
transfer of personal
personal data outside
“model contracts”
side the
the EEA
EEA is
is the
the Commission
Commission approved
approved “model
contracts” (an
(an
approved
meansof
ofcompliance
complianceunder
underArticle
Article 26(2)
26(2) of
of the
the Directive).
Directive).
approved means
These
are standard
standard contracts
contracts that
that cannot
cannot be
be amended
should the
These are
amended should
the
customer
on them.
them. Although
certain drawbacks
customer wish
wish to
to rely
rely on
Although there
there are
are certain
drawbacks
with
and suppliers,
use of
of the
with these
these contracts
contracts for
for both
both customers
customers and
suppliers, use
the
model
model contracts
contracts is
is one
one of
of the
the more
more common
common ways
ways customer
customer organiorganisations
tend to
to achieve
achieve compliance
compliance with
with Article
Article 25
25 of
sations tend
of the
the Directive.
Directive.


?


?

To
data controller
controller outside
outside the
the EEA,
EEA, the
the model
model contract
contract apTo aa data
approved
by Commission
CommissionDecision
Decision2001/497/EC15,
2001/497/EC15, dated
dated 15
proved by
June
2001, and
June 2001,
and an
an alternative
alternative version
version of the model contract
approved
by Commission
CommissionDecision
Decision2004/915/EC17,
2004/915/EC17, dated
approved by
dated
27 December
2004.
December 2004.
To
data processor
processoroutside
outside the
the EEA,
EEA, the
the model
model contract
contract
To aa data
approved by
by Commission
CommissionDecision
Decision2002/16/EC16,
2002/16/EC16, dated
approved
dated
27 December
2001.
December 2001.

In
the customer
customer is
is the
the data
data controlcontrolIn an
an outsourcing
outsourcing arrangement,
arrangement, the
ler and the supplier is
therefore, the latis the
the data
data processor
processor and, therefore,
ter
ter type
type of
of model
model contract
contract is
is relevant.
relevant. This
This is
is commonly
commonly known
known as
as
the
Model Contract”.
the “Controller
“Controller to
to Processor
Processor Model

As
Model Contract
Contract is uniform
As the Controller to Processor
Processor Model
uniform across
across
all the member
be beneficial
beneficial for aa multinational
member states,
states, this can be
company
outsourcing elements
elements of
of its
its businesses
within Europe
to
company outsourcing
businesses within
Europe to
a supplier outside the EEA.
EEA. From
From a contract
contract management,
management, uniformity
formity and
and security
security perspective,
perspective, this
this model
model contract
contract represents
represents aa
relatively
of managing
managing and
and remaining
remaining complicomplirelatively straightforward
straightforward way
way of
ant with the transfer requirements
of Article
Article 25 of the Directive.
requirements of
However,
there are
are aa number
number of
of drawbacks
drawbacks with
with the
the Controller
However, there
Controller to
to
Processor
Model Contract,
Contract, which
which have
have been
been criticised
criticised by
not only
Processor Model
by not
only
the
main
the outsourcing
outsourcing community
community but
but by
by businesses
businesses at
at large.
large. The
The main
broad
criticisms made
broad criticisms
made against
against the
the Controller
Controller to
to Processor
Processor Model
Model
Contract
are that
that itit isis non-negotiable
Contract are
non-negotiable and
and its
its provisions
provisions are
are too
too
onerous
on both
both the
the customer
customer and
and the
the supplier.
supplier.
onerous on

Significant
Significant drawbacks
drawbacks of
of the
the Controller
Controller to
toProcessor
Processor Model
Model ConContract are that its terms:

?

Provide
that data
data subjects
subjects will
will be deemed
deemed “third
“third party
Provide that
beneficiaries”
beneficiaries” who
who will
will have
have rights
rights to
to obtain
obtain compensacompensation and enforce specific terms of the model contract. This
is
is something
something that
that is
is not
not appealing
appealing to
to customers
customers who
who are
are
outsourcing
client or
outsourcing large
large client
or customer
customer databases.
databases.

Contain
restrictions on
transfers to
to further
further sub-data
Contain restrictions
on onward
onward transfers
sub-data
processors.
This means
means that
that separate
processors. This
separate Controller
Controller to
to Processor
Processor
Model
would need
need to
to be
be put
put in
in place
Model Contracts
Contracts would
place between
between the
the
customer
of the
In complex
customer and
and each
each of
the sub-data
sub-data processors.
processors. In
complex
multi-country,
multi-country, multi-sourcing
multi-sourcingoutsourcing
outsourcing arrangements
arrangements
involving
involving lead
lead suppliers, consortiums,
consortiums, contractors, consultants and
and other
other third
third parties, this could require significant
time, effort
effort and
and costs
costs to be incurred not only during the
negotiation phase
phase but
but throughout
throughout the
the life of the outsourcing
outsourcing
on
the contract
on the
contract management
management side.
side.

Some
member states
states have
haveadditional
additional registration
registration requirements
requirements (that
(that
Some member
is,
is, in
in addition
addition to
to requiring
requiring the
the use
use of
of the
the model
model contracts)
contracts) for
for transtransfers
fers outside
outside the
the EEA.
EEA. As
As aa result,
result, customers
customers and
and suppliers
suppliers should
should
seek
advice on
on the
the local
local law
law position
position in
in the
seek advice
the relevant
relevant member
member state.
state.

In outsourcing
outsourcing transactions
transactions in practice,
practice, some
some customers
customers do not
automatically
seek to
to use
use the
the model
to comply
automatically seek
model contracts
contracts to
comply with
Article
Article 25
25 of
of the
the Directive.
Directive. IfIfanything,
anything,due
due to
to the
the drawbacks
drawbacks outoutlined above,
above, the common
common practice for both
both customers
customers and suppliers is to test and consider the implications of using the model
contracts
contracts on
on a
a transaction-by-transaction
transaction-by-transaction basis.
basis.
ad
It is
Ad hoc
hoc agreements.
agreements. It
is possible
possible to
to use
use other
other contractual
contractual clauses
clauses
(that
(that is,
is, other
other than
than the
the model
model contracts
contracts approved
approved by
by the
the Commission)
Commission)
in
for the
of complying
complying with
with Article
in certain
certain member
member states
states for
the purposes
purposes of
Article
25
of the
the member
member states’
25 of
of the
theDirective.
Directive.However,
However, as
as some
some of
states’ supervissupervising
this
ing authorities
authorities could
could require
require individual
individual approval
approval for
for such
such clauses,
clauses, this
option
the EU.
EU.
option is
is not
not widely
widely used
used for
for outsourcing
outsourcing purposes
purposes across
across the
In
has provided
provided guidance
guidance stating
stating that
that data
data controlcontrolIn the
the UK,
UK, the
the ICO
ICO has
lers
their own
lers can
can use
use their
own contracts
contracts to
to plug
plug gaps
gaps to
to achieve
achieve adequacy
adequacy
(Data
Protection Guidelines
Guidelines -- International
International transfer
in(Data Protection
transfer of
of personal
personal information;
advice on
on how
how to
to comply
comply with
with the
the 8th
8th data
formation; General
General advice
data proprotection
tection principle).
principle).The
The ICO
ICO has
has explained
explained that
that the
the reason
reason they
they can
can
use
their own
is that
use their
own contracts
contracts is
that such
such contracts
contracts cannot
cannot prevent
prevent the
the
UK-based
data controller
controller from
from being
for the
UK-based data
being held
held responsible
responsible for
the acts
acts
of
and data
data subjects
subjects would
would still
still
of the
the non-UK-based
non-UK-based data
data processor,
processor, and
be
able to
to enforce
enforce their
their rights
rights against
the UK-based
UK-based data
data controller.
controller.
be able
against the
The
ICO could
could still
still also
against the
the UK
UK data
controller.
The ICO
also enforce
enforce against
data controller.

The
ICO’s guidance
guidance requires
requires such
such contracts
contracts to
The ICO’s
to be
be comprehensive
comprehensive
to
ensure adequacy
adequacyexists,
exists,including
including meeting
meeting the
the security
security requirerequireto ensure

ments
of Article 17
ments of
17 of
ofthe
theDirective.
Directive.InInoutsourcing
outsourcing guidance
guidance
to small
the ICO
has said
said that
that in such
small and
and medium
medium business,
business, the
ICO has
such
cases
cases itit is likely that
that there
there will
will be
be adequate
adequate protection
protection for the
transferring
transferring data
data (Data
(Data Protection
Protection Good
Good Practice
Practice Note
Note OutsourcOutsourcing - aa guide
guide for
for small
smalland
andmedium
mediumsized
sized businesses).
businesses). This is
because
the use
use of
of “appropriate
“appropriate security
the selection
selection
because the
security measures,
measures, the
of aa reputable
reputable organisation
organisation and restrictions on
on use
use help
help ensure
ensure
an
appropriate level
an appropriate
level of
of protection
protection for
forpersonal
personal data.
data.However,
However, you
you
need
sure that
that the contract
need to be sure
contract with
with the
the other
other organisation
organisation and
and
its terms are enforceable
enforceable in
in that
that country”.

Binding corporate
rules (BCRs)
(BCrs)
corporate rules
The
Article 29
group made
made up
up of
The Article
29Working
Working Party
Party (an
(an advisory
advisory group
of representarepresenta-

tives
from each
of the
that
tives from
each of
the EU
EU data
data protection
protection authorities)
authorities) considers
considers that
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Cross-border

To
date, the Commission
has approved
the following
following types
To date,
Commission has
approved the
types of
model
the transfer
transfer of personal
data from a
model contracts
contracts governing
governing the
personal data
data controller within the
the EEA:
EEA:

Create
cross-indemnification provisions
provisions in
in respect
of
Create cross-indemnification
respect of
breaches of
of the
the terms.
terms. This
This is
is something
breaches
something that
that customers
customers
suppliers may
may wish
wishto
todeal
dealwith
with differently
differently in
in line with
and suppliers
their standard indemnity positions.

Cross-border
Cross-border
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BCRs
are an
an appropriate
way for multinational
BCRs are
appropriate way
multinational companies
companies and
and
other
to ensure
adequate protection
protection for
other such
such groups
groups to
ensure adequate
for personal
personal data
data
transfers
to countries
countries outside
In other
BCRs facilifacilitransfers to
outside the
the EEA.
EEA. In
other words,
words, BCRs
tate
under Article
Article 25
25 of
tate compliance
compliance under
of the
the Directive.
Directive.

single
Single binding
binding corporate
corporate rule document

In
BCRs are
are aa type
type of
of privacy
privacy policy
policy that:
that:
In summary,
summary, BCRs

?

Apply
companies in
in the
Apply across
across companies
the same
same group.
group.


?

Are
Are internally binding within
within the
the group
group and externally binding in terms of the data subjects.


?

Enforceable
against those
those companies
companies in
in relation
relation to
to the
Enforceable against
the
processing and
and exporting
exporting of
of personal
data.
processing
personal data.

BCRs
offer large
large multinationals
multinationals with
BCRs offer
with complex
complex corporate
corporate structures
structures
a means
of complying
complying with
with Article
Article 25 of
means of
of the
the Directive
Directive by
by using
using
a
a combination
combination of
of binding
binding and
and enforceable
enforceable group
group privacy
privacy policies,
policies,
codes
of conduct
conduct and
the best
codes of
and audit
auditprocedures.
procedures.BCRs
BCRs are
are seen
seen as
as the
best
long
term
solution
for
group
companies
for
personal
data
transfers
long term solution for group companies for personal data transfers
within the
group (as
(as opposed
opposedto
to putting
putting in place
the same
same corporate
corporate group
place
layers
of model
model contracts
contracts between
between their
their numerous
numerous legal
legal entities).
entities).
layers of

Cross-border

Binding
corporate rules:
Binding COrpOrate
rules:
recent
developments
reCent develOpments

In
are the
the much
much talked
talked about
about but
but little
little used
option
In practice,
practice, BCRs
BCRs are
used option
of
They have
havecertain
certain drawbacks
drawbacks including:
including:
of ensuring
ensuring adequacy.
adequacy. They

The
The Article 29
29 Working
Working Party
Party has amended
amended its existing frequently
quently asked
asked questions’
questions’ guidance
guidance on binding
binding corporate
corporate
rules
(WP 155 (Working
rules (BCRs)
(BCRs) (WP
(Working Document
Document on
on Frequently
Frequently
Asked
Questions (FAQs)
(FAQs)related
related to
to Binding
Binding Corporate
Rules),
Asked Questions
Corporate Rules),
adopted
adopted 24 June
June 2008).
2008).The
Thenew
newversion
version encourages
encourages (that
is, itit does
does not require)
require) companies
companies to collate all of their
their BCR
BCR
material in a single document: “…it
“…it isisstrongly
strongly recommendrecommended that multinational
multinational groups
groups using
using BCRs
BCRs have
have a single set
of global policies or rules in place to protect all
all the
the personal
personal
data
that they
Having aa single
single set
set of
of rules
rules will
will create
data that
they process.
process. Having
create
a
simpler and
effective system
which will
will be
a simpler
and more
more effective
system which
be easier
easier for
for
staff to implement and
and for data subjects to understand”.

In January
January 2009, the
the Article
Article 29
29Working
WorkingParty
Party released
released an
an
amended
version of
of WP155,
WP155, which
amended version
which specified
specified what
what terminology
terminology
applicant
creating their
their BCRs,
the purpurapplicant companies
companies can
can use
use when
when creating
BCRs, the
pose
being to
to avoid
avoid any
any misinterpretation
misinterpretation of
member
pose being
of BCRs
BCRs across
across member
states
and to
to ensure
ensure they
they remain
remain consistent
consistent with
with the
the Directive.
Directive.
states and


?

They
are complex.
complex.
They are

mutual
Mutual recognition


?

There
is confusion
confusion over
over what
what exactly
exactly needs
needs to
to be
be put
put in
in place.
place.
There is

One
One of the biggest
biggest drawbacks
drawbacks with BCRs
BCRs is that they
they have
have
to be
by each
member state
state in
in which the
be approved
approved by
each member
the group
group
is located. However,
in June
June 2008,
2008, the Article 29
However, in
29 Working
Working
Party
managed to
to put aa co-operation
Party managed
co-operation procedure
procedure in place.
place.
Data
protection authorities
authorities in
in nine member
states (that
(that is,
Data protection
member states
France,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
France, Germany,
Germany, Ireland,
Latvia, Luxembourg,
Luxembourg, The
The
Netherlands,
agreed to
to mutually
mutually recNetherlands, Spain
Spain and
and the
the UK)
UK) have
have agreed
recognise
BCRs approved
approvedby
byone
oneof
of the
the other
other nine
nine data
data protecprotecognise BCRs
tion authorities (one of which will
will take
take the
the lead
lead in
in approving
approving
the initial
initial application)
application) without
withoutany
any further
further amendment.
amendment. The
The
Article
Article 29
29Working
Working Party
Party is
is hoping
hoping to
to convince
convince more
more member
member
states
to join this framework
during the
the early
early part
part of
of 2009.
2009.
states to
framework during


?


?

They
involve lengthy
lengthy implementation
implementation timeframes
They involve
timeframes (and
(and asassociated
sociated costs).
costs).
Until
Until recently,
recently, each
each member
member state
state would
would have
have to
to approve
approve
the
(see box,
box, Binding
Binding corporate
the relevant
relevant proposed
proposed BCR
BCR (see
corporate
rules: recent
rules:
recent developments).
developments).

As
As a result, so far, no multinationals
multinationals have
have obtained
obtained approval
approval for
a set of BCRs
states of
of the EU.
BCRs that apply
apply across
across the member
member states
Indeed,
put
Indeed, there
there have
have been
been very
very few
few outsourcing
outsourcing arrangements
arrangements put
in
as aa mechanism
mechanism for
for ensuring
in place
place that
that have
have used
used BCRs
BCRs as
ensuring comcompliant
of
pliant personal
personal data
data transfers
transfers outside
outside the
the EEA
EEA for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
Article 25
25 of
of the
the Directive.
Directive.
Guidance
and procedures
procedures issued
issued by
by the
the Article
Article 29
Guidance and
29 Working
Working Party
Party
in the “BCR toolkit”
toolkit” issued
issued in the
the middle
middle of
of 2008
2008 finally
finally seem
seem
to be making
more user-friendly
user-friendly and
and realistic
realistic option for
making BCRs
BCRs aa more
small
companies(WP
(WP153,
153, WP
WP 154
154 and
small and
and large
large companies
and WP
WP 155;
adopted
by the
the Article
Article 29 Working
Party on
on24
24 June
June 2008).
2008).
adopted by
Working Party

Despite
are unlikely
unlikely to be
Despite this development,
development, BCRs
BCRs are
be used
used extenextensively
in the
apply intraintrasively in
the outsourcing
outsourcing field.
field. This
This is
is because
because BCRs
BCRs apply
group,
consist of
of data
data transfers
transfers to
to third
group, but most outsourcings
outsourcings consist
party
outside the group. As
party suppliers
suppliers outside
As a result, model
model contracts
contracts
or other relevant
relevant adequacy
adequacyoption(s)
option(s)still
still need
need to
to be
be put
put in place
between
customers and
and suppliers
suppliers (with
(with BCRs
only playing
playing a
between customers
BCRs only
a role
role
where
the supplier then goes
on to use some
where the
goes on
some of its group
group members
as its
its sub-data
bers as
sub-data processors).
processors).

safe
Safe harbor
Harbor
If
If aa supplier
supplier to
to an
an EU
EU organisation
organisation in
in an
an outsourcing
outsourcing transaction
is based
based in the US,
US, then
then the
the “Safe
“Safe Harbor”
Harbor”scheme
scheme may
may be
be an
an
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option that can
can be used to legitimise the transfer
transfer out of
of the
the EEA.
EEA.
The
Safe Harbor
Harbor scheme
scheme has
has been
been in
in place since 11 November
The Safe
November
2000
2000 and,
and, in
inaddition
additiontotothe
theadequacy
adequacy findings
findings in
in respect
respect of
of parparticular countries
countries under Article
Article 25(6)
25(6)ofofthe
theDirective
Directive(see
(see above,
above,
Adequacy),
the Commission
has deemed
deemed that
that the Safe
Adequacy), the
Commission has
Safe Harbor
Harbor
scheme
meets the
the required
scheme meets
required level
level of
of adequacy.
adequacy.

Safe
Safe Harbor
Harbor is aa voluntary
voluntary scheme
scheme containing
containing data
data protection
protection
principles
principles similar to
to those
those under
under the
the Directive.
Directive. The
The scheme
scheme is
operated
by the
the US
with whom
operated by
US Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce with
whom organiorganisations
can
voluntarily
register
if
they
adhere
to
the
sations can
register if
adhere to the principles.
Unfortunately,
does not
not cover
Unfortunately, the scheme
scheme does
cover all companies:
companies: telecommunication companies and
and financial
financial institutions
institutions are
are not
not covcovered.
Another drawback
drawbackisis that
that not
not all suppliers in the
ered. Another
the US
US have
have
registered
with the
the scheme,
scheme, and
and as
asaa result,
result, itit may
registered with
may not be an
an
option
outsourcing transaction.
transaction.
option in
in every
every outsourcing

derogations
Derogations
Certain
derogations from
from the
the data
data transfer
transfer requirements
requirements of
of Article
Article
Certain derogations
25 of
of the
theDirective
Directive regarding
regarding personal
personal data
data to countries
countries with-
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Security: reCent
recentregulatOry
regulatory
initiatives
seCurity:
initiatives
tion
published his
tion Supervisor
Supervisor (EDPS)
(EDPS) published
his second
second Opinion
Opinion on
on
the ePrivacy
Directive. The
The EDPS’
EDPS’position
position is
is that
that notificanotificathe
ePrivacy Directive.
tions
tions should
should be
be triggered
triggered based
based on
on whether
whether a
a breach
breach is
is
“reasonably likely
likely to
to harm”
harm” affected individuals, with
“reasonably
“harm”
“harm”being
being emphasised
emphasised as a sufficiently wide concept.
Therefore,
of “watch this
Therefore, itit is a case
case of
this space”
space” as
as EU
EU regularegulators continue to debate this issue.)

Breach
Breach notification
Breach
notification is
is one
one of
of the
the privacy
privacy “hot
“hot topics”
topics” in
Breach notification
in many
many EU
EU
member states
states at
at the
continue to
member
the moment.
moment. EC
EC regulators
regulators continue
to debate
debate
the
the introduction
introduction of
of an
an EU-wide
EU-wide requirement
requirement to
to notify
notify regulators
regulators of
of
a
data
security
breach,
the
related
notification
triggers
a data security breach, the related notification triggers and
and threshthresholds and
olds
and the
the steps
steps that
that will
will be
be taken
taken depending
depending on
on the
the seriousseriousness of
of the
the breach
breach notified.
notified. At
At the
the same
same time,
time, specific
specific EU
member
ness
EU member
states
have begun
begun reviewing
reviewing whether
whether they
theywill
will put
put their
their own
states have
own breach
breach

notification
in place.
place. At
At the
the time
time of
of writing,
writing, the
the topic
topic is
notification measures
measures in
is
controversial one,
one, as
as delegations
delegations and
and lobbyists
lobbyists campaign
campaign for
for furfuraa controversial
ther changes
to the
the proposed
breach notification
notification proposals.
ther
changes to
proposed breach
proposals.

The
The likely overall impact on
on outsourcing
outsourcing transactions following
the introduction of
of breach
breach notifications laws is that:

?


?

?

At an EU member
state level,
level, other
other breach
breach notification
notification initiamember state
tives include:


?

Customers
will require
require suppliers
suppliers to
to immediately
Customers will
immediately report
report any
any
actual
actual or
or suspected
suspected data
data breaches.
breaches.

More
detailed provisions
provisions will
will need
to be
incorporated into
into
More detailed
need to
be incorporated
outsourcing
contracts to
to cover
cover the
the breach
breach notification
notification
outsourcing contracts
assistance
activities that suppliers will
will need
assistance activities
need to carry out
along
with
any
related
risk
and
liability
provisions.
along
any related risk and liability provisions.

eprivacy
directive
ePrivacy Directive



?

In
September 2008,
2008, the
Parliament gave
gave“first-reading”
“first-reading”
In September
the European
European Parliament
approval
to
a
report
amending
the
ePrivacy
Directive
(2002/58/
approval to a report amending the ePrivacy Directive (2002/58/
EC). The
The draft
draft will
will need
further approval
from the
the Council,
Council, which
which
EC).
need further
approval from
comprises the
the EU
comprises
EU telecommunications
telecommunications ministers.
ministers. The
The expectaexpecta-

The
in the report
The stricter provisions
provisions approved
approved in
report by
by the
the European
European
Parliament:
Parliament:

?


?

Expand
the scope
of the
Expand the
scope of
the ePrivacy
ePrivacy Directive
Directive to
to expressly
expressly
cover
not only
only telecommunications
telecommunications providers
and internet
internet
cover not
providers and
service
providers, but
but also
also “private
“private networks”
service providers,
networks” such
such as
as
corporate
networks, universities,
universities, hotels
corporate networks,
hotels and
and so
so on.
on.

Include detailed additional obligations,
obligations, which are imposed
on all
all providers
providers with
with respect
posed on
respect to
to security
security standards,
standards,
including
access
controls,
a
security
policy
and incident
including access
a security policy and
response
plan.
response plan.
Mean
security breach
breach leading
leading to
to “accidental
“accidental
Mean that any
any security
or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration in,
in, authorised
authorised
disclosure
of or
to personal
personal data”
data” would
disclosure of
or access
access to
would need
need to
to be
be
notified
notified to
to the
the national
national regulators.
regulators. The
The regulators
regulators would
would
decide if notification
notification to
to individuals
individuals is
is required
required depending
depending
on
of the
the breach.
on the
the seriousness
seriousness of
breach.

(Note that in the final months of 2008,
2008, there
there were
were further
proposals
about whether
whether the
the trigger
trigger for
for the
the notification
notification
proposals about
should
only apply
apply ifif “an imminent and direct danger” is
should only
present.
In early
2009, the
present. In
early January
January 2009,
the European
European Data
Data ProtecProtec-

germany.
government has
has recently
recently adopted
Germany. The
The German
German government
adopted
draft law
Protection
aa draft
law amending
amending the
the German
German Federal
Federal Data
Data Protection
Act
(BDSG). Once
Act (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz)
(Bundesdatenschutzgesetz) (BDSG).
Once approved
approved
by the Parliament, the amendments should enter
enter into ef-

Some
of these
these amendments
amendments relate
relate to
to the
the introduction
introduction of
Some of
of
US-style
breach notification
notification requirements
US-style breach
requirements where
where there
there is
is aa
data
loss relating
relating to
to sensitive
data, criminal
criminal records,
data loss
sensitive data,
records, bank
bank
account
credit card
data subject
subject to
account or
or credit
card data,
data, or
or personal
personal data
to
legal
legal privilege
privilege (for
(for example,
example, data
data held
held by
by lawyers,
lawyers, doctors
doctors
or journalists). Notification
Notification will
will only
only be
be required
required in
in cases
cases
where
the data
data loss
loss is
is likely
likely to
to lead
lead to
to “serious impediwhere the
ments for the privacy
and other
other individual
individual interests”. The
privacy and
The
legislative
legislative commentary
commentary states
states that
that when
when assessing
assessing whether
whether
there are
are “serious
“serious impediments”,
impediments”, the
the types
types of data,
data, as
as
well
the possible
well as
as the
possible results
results of
of the
the breach,
breach, such
such as
as damdamages
or identity
identity theft,
theft, must be taken into account.
ages or

currently
in the
the report.
report. It
It is
that the
currently recommended
recommended in
is expected
expected that
the ePriePrivacy Directive
Directive is
is likely
likely to
to be
be approved
approved in
in early
early2009.
2009.
vacy



uK.
UK. In
In March
March 2008,
2008,the
theUK
UKInformation
InformationCommissioner’s
Commissioner’s
Office
published guidance
guidance on
on the
the reporting
reporting of
of data
Office (ICO)
(ICO) published
data
security
(Notification of
security breaches
breaches (Notification
of Data
Data Security
Security Breaches
Breaches
to
to the
the Information
Information Commissioner’s
Commissioner’s Office). It
It provides
provides
guidance
on when
when the
the ICO
expects to
to be
be notified
notified of
guidance on
ICO expects
of aa
breach
data security
security and
and the
the information that should be
breach of data
provided
to the
the ICO,
along with
with the
the steps
that should
provided to
ICO, along
steps that
should be
be
taken on
on receipt
receipt of such
such notification.
notification.

fect on 1 July
July 2009.
2009.

tion is
is that
that the
the Council
Council will
willseek
seek aa more
more lenient
lenient regime
regime than
than


?

State that annual reports should
should include all security
breaches.
breaches.

Both the data protection authorities, as
as all
all indias well as
viduals concerned,
concerned, must
must be
be notified
notified “immediately”
“immediately” (as
(as
soon
as reasonably
reasonably possible)
possible) after
after containment
containment and
soon as
and as
as
soon
as such
such notification
notification no
soon as
no longer
longer impedes
impedes law
law enforceenforcement. The notice to the authorities should also include
an
of the
the measures
taken by
by the
the organisation
an assessment
assessment of
measures taken
organisation
to mitigate
damages.
Interestingly,
public
authorities
mitigate damages.
authorities are
are
exempt
breach notification.
notification.
exempt from breach

?

ireland.
Ireland. The
The Minister
Minister for
for Justice,
Justice, Equality
Equality and
and Law
Law Reform
Reform
has set
set up
up aa reform
reform group
group that
that will
will discuss
discuss the
the introduction
introduction
has
of mandatory
breach notification
notification in
in Ireland.
of
mandatory breach
Ireland. The
The reform
reform
group, which
which began
began its
its work
work towards
towardsthe
theend
endofof2008,
2008, will
will
group,
examine
whether the
the introduction
introduction of
examine whether
of mandatory
mandatory data
data breach
breach
notification isisnecessary,
well as
any related
related penalties.
penalties.
notification
necessary, as
as well
as any
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out
out adequate
adequate protections
protections are
are allowed
allowed unless
unless otherwise
otherwise stated
stated by
by
member
states (Article
(Article 26(1),
member states
26(1), Directive).
Directive).The
The derogations
derogations are:
are:

?

?


?



?

Cross-border


?


?

The
data subject
subject has
given his
his consent
consent to
to the
the transfer.
The data
has given
transfer.
The
transfer is
is necessary
for the
the performance
performance of
of aa contract
contract
The transfer
necessary for
between
the data
data subject
subject and
and the
the controller or
or the implebetween the
mentation of
to
mentation
of pre-contractual
pre-contractual measures
measures taken
taken in
in response
response to
the data
the
data subject’s
subject’s request.
request.
The
transfer is
for the
the conclusion
conclusion or
The transfer
is necessary
necessary for
or performance
performance
of a contract concluded in the interest of the data subject
between
the data
data controller
controller and
and aa third
third party.
between the
party.

The
transfer is
is necessary
or legally
legally required
required on
on important
important
The transfer
necessary or
public interest
public
interest grounds,
grounds, or
or for
for the
the establishment,
establishment, exercise
exercise
or
defence of
of legal
legal claims.
claims.
or defence

The
transfer is
is necessary
necessaryto
toprotect
protect the
the vital
vital interests
interests of
of the
the
The transfer
data subject.
The
transfer is
is made
made from
from a
register which,
which, according
The transfer
a register
according to
to
laws
or regulations,
regulations, is
is intended to provide
provide information to
laws or
the public
public and
and which is
is open
open to consultation either by the
public
lepublic in
ingeneral
general or
or by
by any
any person
person who
who can
can demonstrate
demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the conditions laid
laid down
down
in law “for
“for consultation”
consultation” are
are fulfilled
fulfilled in
in the
the particular
particular case.
case.

These
derogationsrepresent
representaadifferent
different approach
approach to
to the other
These derogations
other
adequacy
options whose
roles are
are to
to ensure
ensure adequacy
adequacy is
is or
or will
will be
adequacy options
whose roles
be
in
in place
place before
before the
the data
data transfer
transfer occurs.
occurs.
In
In the
the UK,
UK, the
the ICO
ICO has
has provided
provided guidance:
guidance:


?

?

Implying
Implying that
that the
the derogations
derogations should
should only
only be
be relied
relied on
on as
as aa
last
last resort.
resort.

Specifically
Specifically stating
stating that
that in
ininstances
instances where
where adequacy
adequacy is not
in place, then the
the interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the derogations
derogations should
be
construed.
be narrowly
narrowly construed.

The
guidance also
also reminds
reminds data
data controllers
controllers that
that they
they still need
The guidance
need
to comply with the other data
data protection
protection principles,
principles, in particular
the security requirements
requirements (sections
(sections 4.1.2
4.1.2 and 4.1.3
4.1.3 of
of the
the ICO’s
ICO’s
guidance
note entitled
entitled Data
Data Protection
ProtectionAct
Act 1998
1998 - The
guidance note
The Eighth
Eighth
Data
Protection Principle and international data
Data Protection
data transfers).
Similar
Adequacy), itit is
is
Similar to
to the
the self-assessment
self-assessment option
option (see
(see above,
above, Adequacy),
rare
for a
a customer
customer to
to proceed
proceed with
with an
rare for
an outsourcing
outsourcing arrangement
arrangement on
on
the
the basis
basis of
of one
one of
of the
the derogations.
derogations. Use
Use of
of the
the derogations
derogations would
would
not
seen as
asaapractical
practical long-term
long-term strategy
strategyfor
formultinational
multinational comcomnot be
be seen
panies
outsourcing from
from many
the EU.
panies outsourcing
many locations
locations across
across the
EU.

FuturedevelOpments
developments
future
As
outsourcing continues
continues to rise
As the trend
trend towards
towards cross-border
cross-border outsourcing
(in particular,
particular, BPOs,
BPOs, which tend
tend to
to involve
involve more
more personal
personal data
data
than traditional ITOs)
around the
the world
ITOs) and more countries
countries around
world put
their
their own
own legislation
legislation in
in place
place to
to protect
protect and
and control
control the
the cross-borcross-border flows
customers and
and suppliers
suppliers will
will need to
flows of personal
personal data, customers
be more
more vigilant
vigilant to ensure
that they
they comply
comply with
with both:
ensure that

?

24


?

All
that may
to
All the
the relevant
relevant local
local law
law privacy
privacy measures
measures that
may need
need to
be put in
in place
place depending
depending on the countries involved.

Gone
are the
the days
when all that
Gone are
days when
that was
was required
required was
was for
for lawyers
lawyers
(often without the
the customer
customer or
or supplier present)
present) to negotiate the
basic data protection clauses to be incorporated in an
an outsourcoutsourcing
when the
the customer
relied on
ing contract.
contract. Gone
Gone too
too are
are the
the days
days when
customer relied
on
generic
contract clauses
clauses requiring
requiring the
the supplier
supplier to
to “comply with
generic contract
all applicable
applicable local
local laws”.
laws”.From
From aa privacy
privacy perspective,
perspective, such local
laws
need to
to be clearly
laws need
clearly identified in
in the
the outsourcing
outsourcing contract,
contract,
with a clear understanding of what the supplier is required to do
on
country-by-country basis.
on a
a country-by-country
basis.
Current
good practice
practice dictates
dictates that
Current good
that an
an entirely
entirely separate
separate privacy
privacy work
work
stream
be
put
in
place
for
the
negotiation
phase
of
an
stream be put in place for the negotiation phase of an outsourcing
outsourcing
transaction. This
transaction.
This involves
involves lawyers,
lawyers, risk
risk managers,
managers, security
security experts
experts
and privacy
officers of
of both
both organisations.
In recent
recent times,
times, this
and
privacy officers
organisations. In
this has
has
often
the final
often required
required the
final output
output from
from the
the work
work stream
stream to
to be
be signed-off
signed-off
by
management at
at the
the highest
by management
highest levels
levels of
of both
both organisations.
organisations.

The
dedicated work
stream should:
should:
The dedicated
work stream


?


?


?

Negotiate
the standard
for the
the outsourcing
Negotiate the
standard privacy
privacy clauses
clauses for
outsourcing
contract.
Ensure
that the
and relevant
relevant security
security policies
policies and
Ensure that
the necessary
necessary and
and
standards and
and related
related obligations
obligations and
and responsibilities
responsibilities are
standards
are
incorporated
incorporated into the outsourcing contract and fully understood
by the
the supplier.
supplier.
stood by
Ensure
that these
related obligations
obligations and
and responsibilities
responsibilities are
Ensure that
these related
are
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